
Hue Disco

**About Hue Disco**

Hue Disco is an app specially designed for Philips Hue lights which should provide atmospheric

lighting in any room. The app detects sounds and music in the environment and automatically

adjusts the light in the room to it.

With the app Hue Disco you can transform your living room into a small disco with just a few

simple steps. The app detects by microphone, which music is currently playing. The app then

sends signals to the Philips Hue lights in your home. Then a small light show starts, which is

optimally adapted to the music in the background. In addition to the disco function, there is also

the mood tab, which changes the light after certain, usually longer, intervals. If you want start a

party, you can also turn on the strobe.

**Hue Disco - Features:** 

- Turn your living room into a disco: If you have at least one Philips Hue light, the party can start at

your home. With the help of the app you can turn any room into a small disco. The app

automatically detects which music is currently playing at your place. The app sends this signal

then to the Philips Hue lights near you. The lights are from now on perfectly matched to the music

in the background. Start a small light show, enjoy colors and transitions, which fit perfectly to your

music and transform every room into a disco in no time.

- Mood tab: Hue Disco can be used not only for disco lighting, but also for atmospheric lighting in

your home. Here the colors do not change quite as fast as in the disco mode. You can set after

how many seconds or minutes the colors should change.

- Strobe: If you want to get into party mood, you can also turn on the integrated strobe. With

swipes you can choose the right strobe. Choose between colorful strobes, rainbow strobes or

classic white strobes and decide whether the transitions between the colors and strobe flashes

should be rather smooth, snap or mixed.

- Individual settings: In the Hue Disco app you can make numerous individual settings. For

example, if you have multiple Philips Hue lights, you can decide which ones should be turned on

and which ones should be turned off. You also have the option to adjust the sensitivity of the

microphone, the brightness of the lamps or the color range of the lights.

Conclusion: Hue Disco is an entertaining app that will ensure a lot of fun at your next party.

However, since the app only works with Philips Hue lights, you should have at least one of these

lights installed at your home.


